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Stanford Speech 

October, 1963 

(Beginning of speech missing in recording) 
Cebu Gis TER) 

gotten very far. It made me feel like the guy who used to play halfback 

e+ee in Mississippi hasn't 

for Cumberlarid University in the days they used to lose to Georgia Tech 

106 %0 nothing XXXMMEXHHEXXHRXEXKSKAXAMFL and that was their good day. 

And the papers said that so and so, who was the star quarterback, or half- 

back carried the ball around right end and won a sensational gain for the 

day when he was only spilled for an eight yard loss, , 

T have a feeling when I come back to Stanford which is always over~ 

whelming; its a privilege - to use a word that I understand is in vogue 

around here not anyway (laughter) - to be back at Stanford, and I have a 

feeling sexx that as long as I live there will always be a part of me kh 

that will feel at home here - which I'm sure will spread joy at many places 

at the University. X (laughter, applause). One reason I love to come back 

is I always get the most fascinating tales about myself, even more fascinating 

than the ones in Mississippi. In Mississippi I'm just sort of a BAKRWOORE 

Commmist agitator waa that comes in and has to be gotten rid of, but here 

it's always more sophisticated. Since I've been back this time I've heard 

so many things I feel like George Jessel, who was sued by some girl who q 

accused him of being the father of her child, and he's paying support on 

“the ground that, at his age, its worth accepting the guilt. (cAuqueR) 

So far since I've been back here I've discovered that I'm banned from 

coast-to-coast from 30 cempuses, at least two of which have offered me jobs, 

and I thought I'd better phone. and tell them that... (laughter) But I think



ty favorite MHxK 

inative contribution of ‘one of my grea’ 

department is that my present anbition 

ident of the United States. (laughter 

for fund-raising S2QKUWE Stanford sin 

Bub PQBhE BW aeny th 

I agree with, in comecti 

| States would be an Epis 

it is really a privilege 

n 
ma ard peopke like 

RE And I hadten 

to say that I've never nesserthe 7 that Mississippi 

was @ foreign country in ouz 3 

extinction ef the whooping c¥arey sho not safeguard the s ’ ining spee- 

“Qangiter) aontt ty imens of the whooping Southern gever 

Mississippi is a foreign coumtry ino gt and I think one readon its ‘ 

portant to talk about Mississippi it mudéh ourselves in our mid a
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Mississippi is a phace where America is at its worst, but its also a place 

where anyone who is an American can see himself at his worst. 

Try it on yourselves: How many of you, even when you sympathize with 

the Civil Rights Movement in your theory have thought to yourselves: Well, 

of course, its impossible to give the Negroes the vote in the Delta, because, 

after all, they outnumber the whites. How many of you haven't said to your- 

selves, obviously its really asking too much to expect the white peopke in 

the NEIAX Delta to allow the Negores to vote overnight, because, after all, 

they might elect Negro Mayors, they might even elects NEXXXSHMEZEXKX Negroes 

as Sheriffs? How many of us haven't in our own hearts accepted the implications 

in the fact that because Mississippi is 42% Negro amix - and parts of it 10% 

Negros thakxytkere forex ~ that therefore Mississippi does have special problems 

which excuse the white behavior, not because we like brutality or because we 

agrees with white supremecy but because Hy after all, we have to expect that 

the white race is always really going to be ruling things? I think most of 

us are guilty of this kind of thinking, 

I think Mississippi is a sick place, its so sick that. to -go to Mississippi 

is to leave America in the way that we think of America and to see America in 

axyexy grotesque mirror in which all the warts are magnified. But it is our 

warts, It is us. It is our racial sickness. It's not »me foreign breed, 

though you do feel occasionally surprised when you go into a store and AXKEAX: 

discover that you don't have to change currency to buy mmething. But yeu do 

feel as you stey in Mississippi more and more, I think, that this could be 

anybody, that this froup of students at Ole Miss whose behavior astonishdad the 

conscience of the country are the students at most places given the kind of 

atmosphere they live in, the kind of atmosphere they Live in, the kind of 

training that they've been raised on, and the kind of fears that all of us 
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@ are subject. to wh ised ; a culture in which 

is the notion that somehow we are sup 

‘I've thought very hard about what 

in, say, a elf an hour to tell about aippiy’ and what I did was to jot 

down 15 or so little episodes. I've broveht with me a mmber of documents 
had — “oF 

that I, thought at one point I'd read bout the socio-economic situation in 

ssippi, but I think that that's w the Lilly at Stanford, I don't 

pak k anybody here needs to tha’ the Nowm income in Mississd- 

rages about 35% of the wht 

heir schools are sin 

ate unable to af fo 

) there for the teach 

‘slesteps. im some areas still runs S | four out of fiv adults. These 

we know abotst and we hear over and ov 

the most useful contribution a person. 

people who have not been in Mississipp: 

of what is now going on in a little. det 
more than a statistic, will come 

in your hearts a feeling that you are’ 

residual reasons of world prestige an 

you to know that there's injustice, 

of Amerioay the most egregious ‘rave 

because you are of the most privilege 

privileged ‘products of the greatness 

Lar involvement in the 8. 

it, it wll evoke f 
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your Americgh passport anymore, yo 

police, the state governement are madé ated by the presence of New Orleans, 

the existence of a tradition of discussion across racial barriers, where 

the Plaquemens are the exception and até inevitably losing, In Louisianay 
I thie we progress comes, But in Mississippi, and this is the mk point of ene eo 

A ome 
any discussion any discussion -of that state, progress does not % 

any visible way to the people living 

that resistance is going to be successi# 

those who don't agree are intimidated 

The Episcopal Bishop +%'Mississd; 

after he'd had a stroke, having said. 

or made some other radical pronoun 

beaten up by people wio were der. 

The rouble ig that if that is hat 

centage of the white population of 1 i 

borders on derangement, When Mr, Be 3 

revulsion egpinst the assassination, 

But by the tine I got to Mississippi 

County in one day had collected $1500 

And this.does not. indicate to me a cor guilty conscience over the ase 

sassina oe of Medgar Evers by someon he haa hever whet. 

ow dgar Evers was aspeneinat 



“by officers of the law. In once instan 

one of thea was aman called Teabe ; 

house shot into, KXEX his plot of. 

' place to live than most tenant. farmers 

taken to the county courthouse zisem al 

He 

. 
sissippi 

consummated, Thus any Negro who doe 

qbout, 4n in Chula, of the twelve 

quiet almost an WEXE "Uncle Tom" 

mowenent, gentle, he'd never mate militant, He just. 

simply went down to register. Aad: 

rupted the work neta put xk: into 

painting his skaxk stairs(?) and his. ime of effort to have a little better 

Mississippi destroyed, _ But wh What | 

was extraordinary again was not that Brubo' s home was blown up unk but that 

the following day the sheriff of Holmes unty arrested Mr. Trubo, And he was 

with four people who wette in his 

house when the sheriff came, The four people were photographing the destine- 

tion and they were accused of impeding investigation, XK 

And when the local newspaper in ton, the nearest town With a 3 

paper, published the news, "Negro Hom 
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affidavits 

and therefore probably will not be ing her newspape¥even within * 

month A But. the gentleman arrested a Mississippi along with the p 

found photographing his house after the bombing is again important for the 

% an exception, that in town =H - same reason Medger Evers is - that if 

after town in Mississippi when someone attempts to register to vote, the sost 
fundamental of the rights that we staré gut with in all other parts of the 

United States, their homes are not safe; 

in Jackson, during the time that fas there this summer, the numbexteg 

of people arvested, or beaten and then sted, or urea arrested and thet 

beaten, exceeded XZf¥ 1200. One day, if You go in Jackson down to try to 3eg 

ister to vote, one thing that happened. 

up steam and Negroes were going dot 

the voter régistration books, sud 2 

Mississippi‘which provides that + always be open, — 

closed, until such time as the ints ah began to take ite 

Negroes who were fired from their Jobs 

countless in Mississippi, Negroes wh 

Jackson usually the time is close to 

of a police wham state, and taken of simkats euphemistically 

7 i 
called the stats fairgrounds motel, undire: 2 Bo that the parent 

knows that the parent know tk not or ay be struck at but that 

he may be struck’at through his job, e, Wiveugh his children, g 

and that in the end the likelihood o: 

_renote anyway, because the way in wh 



agsippi, as the Civil Rights Commission has repay x at length, makes it almost - 

impossible for anybody to register, who the registrar does not wish to have 

registered. 

This is the Mississippi State Constitution, on which the quiz is given, 

The constitution&, which mms two pagesy back to back, single spaced, for 

34 pages. Naturally, the state of Mississippi doesn't provide you with the 

gonstitution. This is the work of the civil rights movenent in Jackson, mimeo- 

graphing these, so that. people who will do so can spend the time attempting to 

go through the constitution, article by article, absorb enoughk of it tox give: 

the Negro, or potential registrant, who is willing to risk the retribution to 

himself af or % his family, enough edmkke inforiation so that he has some chance 

of anwwerging questions when he's asked amt them when he tries to register. 

In Ruleville, Mississippi, Negroes who tried to register discovered suddenly 

that the water had been cut off not only from some of xtextawwewcerk their homes 

but also from the church in which they had met, where they had had their meetings . 
c 

to plan on the effort to register. There isn't any protection against this 

of thing in Mississippi because, first of all, the state sour; 
same _ 

all controlled by the people who do the arresting, And it is no secret, I 

think, that the way that Mississippi juries behave is an extraordinary it 

indication of the fallibility of a tri d m Anglo-Saxon system designed te bring ©. 

justice. I sat in a trial in Oxford,,. sissippi, where a witness after wit- 
oN 

ness testified about the fact that the jan being tried molotove cocktails at 

the United States Marshalls during ‘the Meredith episode. There wasm't even 

any contradictory mxitenmeyx evidence that I could hear, except that the man 

himself denied that he'd thrown the coektails. But not on the witness stand, 

He never was put on the witness stand, because they didn't want him cross-ex=
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. least not much better because the two judges in Miss sissippi that one has to. 

amined. Also because they didn't need te put him on the witness stand; they 

knew their jury and he was acquitted. Tf a man can be acquitted after withess 

after witness has testified to seeing him throw Molotov coctails at United 

States Marshalls, you don't have to Worny too much about what's going to 

happen to you even if you are arrested in Mississippi for violating someone 

else's rights. /‘and the federal courts in Nississigpi aren't any better, at 

deal with, Judge Cox, the most notable of them, Judge Cox,Was Senator East 

law partner and was appoimted ¥ + 

because it was necessary at the ti 

to appoint somebody that was accep 
ae = ; 

to get otheg judges cleared throug i 

was B chairman, in the rest of the-<¢ ~ Right or wrong, Judge Cox nog sits 
in Jackson. And if you want to know hat. means, I think you might want to 

hear about the extraordinary case that @@eurred not wery long ago in Rankin 

County, Mississippi. In fact it happ et a this summer. In Rankin County, a 

Negro got registered, and went back wi! Wo other Negroes to try to register 

them. And when they got to the office the shetiff, where the registration 

was to oceur, they were manhandled, a ultimately evicted physically from 

the place of the registration, with 

receive ; 
for them to. seek extensive medical : 

t+ injury so that it was necessary 

This matter-was taken into 

federal court because its a violat law to beat people wp 

who are trying to register, And/i » the. deputy sheriff of 

Rankin Courrty performed the astonish of e ying neta been present when 

the beatings-up occurred, under oath, sufficient evidetice was brought 

in, witness after witness, that the depigy sheriff had iffdeed been present, 

and that indeed he had participated im beatings-up, And Judge ox, having 

hearé all the evidence, a federal dist judge, having heard all the evi- 
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anything else ~ 

een committed im immprope 

the sheriffs of any co 

, Impeachable proceedings 

But he is the federal 

you have +6 : 

do that no ly requires at 
i i 

months, sometimes as muth as eight 

downtown in. Jackgon to ty to. 

federal, Any Negrox 

rights cars is picked up and arre: 

down the street, They're hauled off 

three times, varying depending on the 

then sent off to the state penitenti 

stay there until they're eighteen, uné
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oddly enough, by people who are suprosed to be liberal and who thought. they 

were atthe time, designed to protect Juvenile delinquents. So that when 

they're arrested several times before they reach the age of 18, under the 

oo, . ay \ ; 9% Enend 
juvenile delinquent statutes, they don't even have the right to commend 

trial, even if the trial could be a fair one; they're simply detained almost 

in perpetuity till they reach the age of 18. So that. you can't. piicket. 

In Clarksdale, Mississippi, as well as in other douxkm towns, there » 

is an injunction in effect today that's go sweeping that it almost makes it 

illegal to breathe if you happen to be a Negro. The injunction enjoins every~ 

body - I have a copy of it with HEX me, perhaps some of you would want to hear 

it - but in any case the injunction makes it very plain that anybody who does 

anything, advocates a boycott, pickets, advocates any kind of demonstration, 

takes part in any public manifestation of displeasure with the current sdicial 

situation, or conspires to do any of these things - meaning discusses aapenert 

this with anybody ~ is violating an injunction, served by the court of Coahoma 

County. And if you violate this injunction what happens to you? You're hauled 

off and arrested. And then what's your recourse? Your recourse is to the 

federal courts - but not to JHARK Judge Cox. You have to get through Judge 

Cox first, who takes these appeals under advisement and they're never heard 

from axgxagk again, Then you've got to get them out from him to the Circuit 

“Court in New Orleans, And it may be six months, it may be eight, before you're 

out of the jail again for having gone downtown in Coahoma County and viokated 
. ra 

an illegal injunction which tramples on the most fundamental safeguards of the 

American people. 
f 

So that you have - if I can just summarize what I'm trying to say ~ you 

have a situation which not only is the registration to vote, the most minimal
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of political right, dumm de 
i 4 . { ey 

‘believable risks with their lives 

the fact that in the end they pro 

only that, but the other forms of prot 

that. you end up seeming almost 

evitably spending a lengthy period of time in a jail. Do you know how 

RAK Picketing is foreclosed by the fact 

bond money is now up in Jackson Mississippi for people who have bean 

& for things as shocking as carrying the merican flag on Flag Day? 

them out of jail the NAA had to put w 

but for the total in Jackson so far, 

fifty thousand dollars, in bond mone; 

thing which you ¢an*€ believe until 

What do you try to do | 

on regist ration, ‘gince the kids ha 

da mass demonstratio 
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that, or tear gas: there were xifm rifles. And the rifles were pointed 4 

kids. And the police lieutenant said: "Another step and we shoot," ava 

older Negroes turned them around | 

march in the street in Jackson 

One night in Clarksdale ~ 

civil rights enywhexe occurred + 

in this suit, which is black, as 

attire, as some of you lay recal 

been called to come to Glarksdale 

I was called to come up to Clarksde pmy black git — 

. # / oh 



got worse they got more and: noré 

until finally a Life(?) photograph 

that you're in the FBI?" (laughter) | 

They said “those goddam feds've evert 

all them niggers." (laughter) Well 

and none of them looked like they wé 

say - this was my mo st useful contr 

anybody from being beaten up that d 

let alone the whites present. And 

But what happened in Clarksdel 

before I got off on this sidetrac



a OS Fe sn and sat do 

one wishes that one could have the 

peopleg but she told the story © of hee 

of her own town, 

She. had been, imcidental 
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dale they started on the policy of "jail without bail." The idea behind 

jail without bail is that it will hit the conscience of the white community 
t * 

in due course, if enough people are arrest 21 

the BAXKEXHAAKXX pocketbook - as Martin Luther King once maigx remarked, 

the only book Americans can read is the pocketbook. In Clarksdale they 

tried this until it was discovered that everybody who was arrested was put 

in the same cell. Now the consequences were that in Clarksdale, in a cell 

designed for six people or eight people there ended up xx sixty people mixx 

with Mississippi heat and with the Mississippi prison ventilation and sani 

tation facilities producing very close to an epidemic among the prisoners, 

And finally they sent out an urgent message with(7?) the first one that got 

out - "For heaven's sake, stop flooding the jail because you're only flooding 

one cell." It's(?) a very effective way, of course, of making it difficult 

for people to appeal to the conscience, even assuming fhere remains a con 

science in the white community to appeal to. 

And I'm not too sure, in Mississippi, that that conscience is arpealable~ 

to. I am for most of my life a southernor and I don'% want to over-simplify 

the problem - there are good white people everywhere, as there are good every-— 

BSAXX bodys everywhere. In Mississippi, for instance, you have Hazel Brannon 

Smith publishing this paper, publishing the news amxske, as she did recently 

about a sheriff who shot a Negro from behind and saying that the sheriff was 

is unfit to hold public office, and losing her advertising and her husband his 

job as a price for it. There is the Reverand King. The Reverand King leads an 

interesting life. He, on one trip into Jackson one day was given four ke 

traffic tickets. Ee, as you know has been in this odd accident in which a 
the (2) ° 

car raumed inte him in the middle of m demonstration and left him on his back
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ott 

for a long period of time. He one t 

should say, and his application © 

of Mississippi came up before the 

Methodist Ministers, and they vot 

because he had been involved in 

port, outside the airport, was ref 

by the police. 

“to meet a person visiting him, flying 

into the airport. And he said, "You ' 

somebody at the airport." AMAXXKH) 320 

can'4 do it to you? Argue and ¥8XX w 

so the Reverand King drove away from’ 

and try to tell his friend that he cox 

American city. 

have happened in Johannesburg. 

at about one in the morning, Br 

federal ZWHAKX funds ~ in Missig 

funds, the sigms always say "Ano 

"Maintained 100% with Mississipp 

things too carefully, it doesn't o 

ssippi funds" has little to do wi 

I got te the airport that night wi 

in it thr@e ioxztiomom other peopl 

issuing the ticket, Three people 



you probably have be: 

governoxs (laughter), or a 

the television, But for this to 0 

understand that while there are ma’ 

matvelews human beings standing up 

re-elected is to séhd Ga ever 
aos 

tered to what I 

there where the 

putable agent of the Communist
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seriously one week while I was th 

troops into Mississippi to close 

after he'd closed down white schools. | 

Menticning that reminds me of ‘sot 

to hear. This is something called Th 

University of Mississippi during the 

"We urge the organization of Rebel Uné 

floor «= of every dormitory and in eves 

the campus." (This is the kind of act! 

(Laughter) “Our primary objective 

to some college where he would be 

that would eulogize hin and make 

entry here has caused. two deaths 

work for years. , Thé Gommunist P : 

to send troops to Old Miss on. Se 

installing missiles aimed at the 

professor, dined with James Meri 

keeping with his phifesophy to m 

so much for the Communi st cause, 

Advancement of the 

looking fozward to the day when th 

Congratul abio’ & te 

iver, who have b 
that : 

m bad been seen 

is, whit fhe Uni 
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m one has with him on othe 

one that. none of ue 
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of opin 

Well, the Rebel 

Psalm" was distributeds "K 

me to lie down at 

restoreth my bookas. 

the p¥egénce of th 
@ vk 

mosphere in which this is the m 

thinks that if you just hold ow



want to ask questions and I hope 

next time around, won't be a Co 

and this will all eo away, then 

being done in Mississippi today i 

Raleigh, we've had troubles all o 

the North. But its in a different con 

the rule of law. Even in Gadsden, Al abe ‘which isa nightmare, amd § 

Alabama, where hundreds are arrested ere eattle-predders — us 

the bare feet of people who have been # 

attractive instruments of police actio: 

victory coming, there is still the seq 

in this sense that Mississippi appeal 

consciences today. And I want to &o 

conclude the’ formal, 

just saying this, that when you 1 

through this nightmare in Mississ 

cannot picket, that x even the box 

are conducted with tremendous aire 

tass-demonstrate, that kwex there” you.! a 

protest, | it leads to the necessity. 0: i é soneth ing ela that dbn 

be done. And we've come up, howev : , 

One is this mock vote. The idea o 

vote in Mississippi in the electic 

in those elections the 41% of the [a 

And so in the mock electiong, held 

there will be an opportunity to ¢d
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have the right that afl americans 

: “stop. Presumably some 

in Mississippi, will break 

people. ke’ someone else wi 

his whim at the Maiey Xe 

pointed at you, or spending ai ie 

mrkx out because you tried to picke’ 

unify and to speak up in the only 4 

Mississippi, 

The other project that's still 

that we want to settle these proble 
7 these 

centuries to settle things without O 

we're going to get all the ow | 

in Mississippi, of the peopl 

So next summer we're hoping % 

from outside Mississippi so tha 

pretend that they're ultimately 

not. That they'll know that ul
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So this is what our hopes are in Mississippi. It's not an optimistie 

forecast of the situation; I couldn't honestly be optimistic now about 

Mississippi except im that I think you know, and I know, outside Mississippi, : 
; that 

that we are in Mississippi going to win, that even the mreality you get wher 

you're there of feeling that somehow there is no progress is wrong, and that 

from the perspective of other parts of the United States and of the world 

this little island of embittered people, shooting and beating and tuming 

to brute force to terrify are in the $: ckwater of civilization and are gbing’ 

to be lost, Mississippi is not 4 fo’ ga country in our midat ~ it's tie 

foreign part of all of us in our i and we help ourselves, I think, g 

we help Mississippi. 

I thought I'd finish this stateméet by, since I've been talking about 

the South, on a note that was struck a southernor, perhaps the gx greatest 

southernor, one of the greatest Ameriéans of our time, Senator Frank Graham 

of North Carolina, now a United Nati mediator, 4nd it was from a Southemo# 

that these words m came, as well as ; these things that are going on in Mig« 

sissippi today. He said this; In fulfillment of het heritage of freedom 

and hope of brotherhood, may America fore and more be a land in which free 
i on: - 

peoples become brothers in the sight of God amd the human heart, Here fhe 

autonomy of the human spirit, the f iom of the mind, the liberty of inquiry, | Ba 

speech, association, work and wot sersonal sense of moral ad soe 

responsibility are essential to 4 f the free individual on wtioiit” fhe 

security of the state, the welfare : and the progress of civilize 4 

tion, In this land of liberty, for @@ich our fathers died and for which we 

would live, work and give our all, E Aterica become ‘a eountuy in which the 

highest and lowest and all the neo jually together have the freedom to 

struggle for a more perfect freedom, 4 freedom of truth and beauty and goodness, 



Scellence is without aftogance, 

the answer to error is not terror, arid, the respofise to a difference in: 

eolor, race, religion itteas, ideas, or Social what status is not discr’ 

Here is the humility of rep 

and courage 
Fe ts


